


Since 1925, Hotel Lancaster has been a favorite home to worldwide
travelers. Its unique location a few steps from Champs Elysées, at
the very heart of Paris, and its unique 1900 architecture made the
Lancaster one ideal townhouse for those who know. After operating
for more than 90 years, the hotel has been entirely redesigned in
2020 by Studio Jean Philippe Nuel in order to welcome you in a
lavish decor with a contemporary touch.

Fully and exclusively private, the Lancaster Private Spa offers the
possibility of a custom relaxing moment. A cocoon with mineral
tones, where stone meets wood, playing on textures and natural
colors. The white curtains create separations between the various
spaces and give the place a special atmosphere brightened with
softness.

In addition to the imposing jacuzzi, discover two treatment beds
where you can enjoy a moment of well-being with your partner, a
hammam and a terrace with a sunbed to fully enjoy a moment of
relaxation before or after the treatment.



Lancaster Private Spa works in collaboration with
Terre De Mars to unveil an exclusive collection of
body and facial treatments, combining tradition
with biocompatible formulas. Terre de Mars draws
its richness from nature, fusing organic ingredients
with technical expertise. The treatments, designed
for well-being, offer an incomparable sensory
experience, reflecting French luxury with certified
organic, vegan and cruelty-free products.

OUR PARTNERS

An expert in nail color and care, Manucurist offers
professional quality and health conscious nail
polish and nail care formulated with natural and
bio-sourced ingredients. For healthier, repaired,
strengthened and protected nails.

TERRE DE MARS MANUCURIST TALM
Talm is a responsible skincare line that
accompanies women before, during and after
pregnancy with a strong conviction: to combine
safety and effectiveness in beautiful products that
do us good. All Talm products are manufactured
and formulated in France to guarantee the highest
possible quality and total safety of formulas.



THE RENAISSANCE SIGNATURE
TREATMENT

A true invitation to well-being, the Renaissance Signature
Treatment allows you to discover all the face & body expertise
of Terre de Mars for immediate healing.

Body scrub with coffee powder, tailor-made massage, and
personalized facial treatment. A complete and invigorating
treatment, like a Renaissance…

2 hours / €350 

BODY MASSAGES 

RESONANCE TAILOR-MADE MASSAGE
At Lancaster Private Spa, we know that every person is different and that
needs vary from day to day. Deep relaxation, removing tensions, light or more
intense pressure… Take advantage of a privileged moment of exchange with
your therapist to best define your needs on the present moment. Made with
Hair & Body oil by Terre de Mars, our Resonance massage envelops you of a
nourishing and protective softness veil.

30 minutes / €90 
60 minutes / €170 
90 minutes / €240 

BODY TREATMENTS

RESURGENCE BODY SCRUB
Coffee is known worldwide for its revitalizing and exfoliating actions. Arabica
coffee powder, bamboo, and lemon peel, let yourself be transported by the
power of our Resurgent Body Scrub, combined with techniques of our
therapists for a soft and permanently moisturized skin.

60 minutes / €185 
30 minutes * / €105

* 30 minutes available only in addition to a massage



TALM PRENATAL MASSAGE 

ENVELOPING AND COMFORTING TREATMENT FOR THE WHOLE BODY.
A real moment of relaxation and letting go for mums during pregnancy.
A well-being massage with relaxing and stress-reducing properties, specially
designed to improve blood and lymph circulation.

60 minutes / €180 
90 minutes / €250

Talm Prenatal massage is available from the 2nd trimester of pregnancy. A medical certificate
will be required if you are suffering from a complication during your pregnancy.



FACIAL TREATMENTS

CELESTE FACIAL TREATMENT
The ultimate moisturizer treatment, for all skins lacking radiance and
comfort. The features are relaxed, the skin is soft, velvety and
luminous.

60 minutes / €180 

REDEMPTION FACIAL TREATMENT
Ideal for skins lacking tonicity. Powerful actives, combined with a
specific massage for an immediate tone. The signs of aging fade and
the face lights up …

60 minutes / €180 



HANDS & NAILS TREATMENTS

HANDS & NAILS DETOX TREATMENT
A true nail detox, it consists of layering care products in 6 key steps
to bring back to life dammaged nails. A true therapy, for smooth and
detoxified nails. 
* Due to intense nail nutrition, nail polish is not recommended after this treatment. It is
preferable to wait 1 or 2 days. 

60 minutes / €130 

HANDS & NAILS TREATMENT
The ideal manicure for perfect nails.

Nail polish not included.

45 minutes / €120 

NAIL POLISH APPLICATION
Made with Manucurist Green nail polish, ultra-pigmented and bio-
sourced. Choose from a selection of unique colors designed for
Lancaster.

€40 



ACCESS TO THE SPA
Booking is required 

Enhance your experience at Lancaster Private Spa
and enjoy in peace the jacuzzi, the hammam and the
terrace: an invitation to well-being under the sky of
Paris...

In-house guests
30 minutes / €100 
60 minutes / €150 
90 minutes / €200 

External guests
30 minutes / €120 
60 minutes / €170 
90 minutes / €220 

Access to the spa is possible 
before a treatment or alone.



OUR PACKAGES 

Whether you're looking to recharge your batteries for half a day or indulge in an extended wellness
break, our packages are designed to meet your every need.

Duo Packages

EXCLUSIVE COCOON
90 minutes spa access

90 minutes duo Resonance tailor-made massage
60 minutes Céleste facial treatment

€1000 

COCOONING MOMENT
60 minutes Resonance tailor-made massage

60 minutes Celeste facial treatment

€690

Solo Packages

PARISIAN ESCAPE
30 minutes spa access

60 minutes Celeste facial treatment
60 minutes hand & nail treatment with 

nail polish application 

€430

PRIVATE SERENITY    
60 minutes spa access

2 hours Renaissance Signature treatment

€490



GOURMET ESCAPES

A harmonious combination of gastronomy and well-being, our Gourmet Escapes will
take you on an unforgettable journey of luxury and relaxation.  

GOURMET MORNING AT THE SPA  
90 minutes spa access 

Detox breakfast served at the spa 
For 2 people, available every day until noon

€260

WELLNESS & GOURMET  
60 minutes spa access 

Lunch at the Restaurant Monsieur Lancaster 
 (Regional Menu starter/main course/dessert) 

For 2 people, available Monday to Friday - Lunch from 12.30pm to 2:00pm

€268 

AFTERNOON BREAK 
60 minutes tailor-made Resonance massage for two

Afternoon break at the CopperBay Lancaster Bar
For 2 people, available every day - Sweet break from 3pm to 5pm

€374

Booking required on +33 1 53 89 21 21 or reservations@hotel-lancaster.fr



On the top floor of the Lancaster hotel, you will find the fitness area.
Come and discover our Technogym machines with a panoramic view of
Montmartre and the Sacré Cœur.

In collaboration with Orion Personal Training, a private coach is at your
disposal to offer you a variety of activities such as Pilates, boxing or
muscle strengthening. Your sessions can be fully customised to suit
your preferences and needs.

1 hour coaching / €150
1 hour duo coaching / €210
Every day from 8AM to 8PM

Booking required

FITNESS AREA



SPA ETIQUETTE

OPENING HOURS

Every day 9:00 am – 8:00 pm.
In order to guarantee the availability of the desired schedules and
services, we invite you to book in advance.
The fitness area is open every day from 8AM to 10PM. 

HEALTH & HYGIENE
The massages that we offer are massages of beauty and well-being non-
therapeutic purpose. Please let us know any useful information about your
health (pregnancy, injuries, allergies, etc…) as soon as you make an
appointment. Some of our treatments can be carried out during
pregnancy. Our teams are here to advise you.

CANCELLATIONS AND DELAYS
In case of incapacity, we ask you to cancel your appointment at least 24
hours before the start of the treatment. Otherwise, we would be obliged to
charge the entire service provided.
In case of delay, we will make every effort to offer you the same duration if
our schedule allows it. Otherwise, we will shorten your care without any
price reduction or refund being applied.

RESPONSIBILITY
The Lancaster Hotel is not responsible for any loss, theft or deterioration
of personal items. We recommend that you keep your valuables in your
room or in the Spa’s changing room.
.

PRODUCTS USAGE
Products made available within the Spa must be used only for their
original purpose. Soaps, shampoos and other products may not be used
for recreational purposes (foam, etc.). It is strictly forbidden to consume
any drink or food other than those offered at the Spa.
The use of electronic devices is prohibited.
The space is completely non-smoking.

MINORS 
Access to the spa is not allowed to minors. From the age of 16, access is
possible subject to a signed parental consent.

SPA BOUTIQUE 
To extend your experience at home, the products used and recommended
during your treatments are for sale at the Spa. Feel free to ask our teams
for more information.

The treatment prices are given on an individual basis. Privatisation prices are for one or two guests. Booking required.



LANCASTER PRIVATE SPA
Hôtel Lancaster - 7 Rue de Berri - 75008 PARIS

@hotel_lancaster_paris
+33 1 40 76 40 35

spa@hotel-lancaster.fr


